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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research is to discuss and analyze the root of the problems of the low competences of teaching staffs at Indonesian National Police School (SPN) and the factors that may contribute to it which include: recruitment and selection systems, placement, competency improvement program, and reward system. This research is a qualitative approach with a case study. The research addresses interviews and discussions with SPN educators, education experts from Police of Republic of Indonesia (POLRI), academic education experts human resource management experts from academia, and police officers who graduated from SPN. Data collection methods include: interviews, focus group discussion (FGD), observation, related documents studies, and review of previous research. The results of this study indicate that low competences of SPN teachers is rooted from the absence of a competency-based recruitment system. POLRI career development system does not yet include and regulate career development of SPN teachers as part of police career development. This research recommends and proposes a competency-based SPN teaching career development system and a SPN teaching competences improvement system, as a contribution to POLRI human resource management system as a whole.
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Introductions

Indonesian National Police School (SPN) is one of education and training units within the Police of Republik of Indonesia. SPN has a duty, function and role as an education provider for the formation of a Police Brigadier as the main executor of police duties. Teachers at SPN are the most important component of education to support the achievement of student outcomes [1]. Several existing studies showed the relationship between the availability of competent teachers as an important component of education with the competences of graduates or student outcomes. The quality of graduates cannot be separated from competences of teaching staffs [2],[3].

Teaching competences have a significant influence in producing graduate competences, for this reason, competent SPN teachers are required. There are five main components of competences; knowledge, skills, self-concept and values, physical characteristics and motives that include emotions, and desires and physiological needs that drive action [4]. To improve the competences of SPN teaching staffs, competency-based human resource management is needed, including career development of teaching staffs. The fact is teaching staffs at SPN only 43.33% of teaching staffs are competent and only 45% of those who are certified as teachers (POLRI research and development center, 2016) [5].

Competent teachers are expected to perform productively in carrying out their duties and support the performance of educational institutions that in turn provide benefits to organization (Baron & Armstrong, 2007) [6]. The unavailability of SPN teacher career development system is the root of the problem that cause the lack of interest in becoming a teacher at SPN. Empirically, the current assignment of teaching staff at SPN in general is not in line with the related background needed, instead most of them are personnel who are looking for "jobs" and promotion, personnel with almost retirement age, and personnel with problems during their serving time in the regional police task force. These factors contribute to competences problem of the SPN teaching staffs.

A competency-based career development system and a mechanism for improving the competences of SPN teaching staffs in the framework of developing professional POLRI are needed. Improving the competences of SPN teaching staffs is absolutely necessary to support and to realize a competency-based education. Professional competences of the SPN teachers are presumed affect the achievement and motivation of SPN students, while their pedagogical competences in designing and implementing teaching and learning process, and evaluating learning outcomes, will contribute to student development that help students to actualize their various potentials [7]. Professional competences of teachers in the context of implementing the duties and roles of education instructors, also have an impact on the quality of instructional activities in learning and teaching process [8].

This research suggests career development for teaching staffs at SPN that support career development system of POLRI as a whole, and guideline on the competency-based teaching development for the teaching staffs. These are expected to support the SPN as an institution to be a center of excellence in realizing quality, competent human resources of the Police Brigadier through education and
training that in turn support the implementation of police technical functions.

Literature Review

There are several studies that have been conducted by previous researchers related to the competence of teaching staff /educators. That teacher competence is needed to improve the quality of graduates. Research by ChairulAnam, on improving the quality of the National Police School educators to face global security challenges, with an approach to increasing motivation through teacher welfare [9]. According to Lorenz Lassnigg, it is an important aspect of implementing competency-based education. [10]. The support of high-performing NES organizations with competent teachers is in line with research on high-performance organizations [11]. According to Hakim, the Contribution of Competence Teacher is very dominant in producing quality graduates [12]. Research conducted by Izadina, developing the identity of educators is a central process to become a teacher who acts as a quality educator [13]. John Loughran's research confirms that there is a growing interest in the professional development of educators because the demands, expectations, and requirements of teacher education are under supervision Learning management is needed for teachers [14]. The teacher is a major component in education [15]. In this study, to improve the competence of teachers in SPN, a competency-based career development system is needed.

Methods

This research is a qualitative research with a case study and inductive tendency. Data collection methods include: interviews, focus group discussion (FGD), observation, documents study, coupled with review on some previous research. Data analysis and data validation are conducted with triangulation. The informants in this study are choosing purposively due to their knowledge and expertise in training and education comprise SPN teaching staffs, experts in education and human resources management, and some graduates from SPN. Data analysis includes transcribing, verifying, quoting and coding, checking, and summarizing.

Research findings highlight an answer to research problems by proposing career development system for teaching staff at SPN and a system for enhancing competences of the teaching staffs which affect the quality of the graduates. These are expected to contribute to a more integrative human resources management of POLRI personnel in line with POLRI values; professional, modern, and trusted.

Some important and valuable informants include: the Head of SPN, teaching staffs of SPN, police officers who graduated from SPN, human resource management experts from academicians, education experts from POLRI, academic education experts human resource management from university, and officials from Human Resource Bureau of POLRI Headquarters.

Results and Discussion

Result

Competency-based human resource teaching system is needed as a solution to produce competent teachers. Recruitment and selection are part of a competency-based career development system. Competence as "the basic characteristics of an individual include; motive, characteristics, self-concept, knowledge, and skills [16]. The higher the competences the higher the performance achieved. Within this context, teaching staffs at SPN as professional teachers are obliged to produce competent graduates. Competences encourage people to do their job more effectively. Performance is obtained from a certain job function as an activity that is carried out during a certain period of time [17]. Individual performance (P) is a function (f) of ability motivation and opportunity (AMO). P = f (AMO) (Individual performance is the functioning of abilities, motivation, and opportunities) [18]. Changes in AMO, affect changes in P (performance).

To obtain competence teaching staffs of SPN that are able to support performance, in line with system theory, there has to be a good flow of input, process, and output. The input of quality human resources through assessment is enhanced through processing (training and development), that in turn will result in quality output of competent teaching staffs. The competences of SPN teaching staffs are related also to teacher training that is still relatively low. As stated earlier, only 43.33% of teaching staffs are competence and only 45% of those who are certified as teachers. Another factor that causes the relatively low quality of SPN teaching staffs is that they are assigned to SPN as teachers only to look for promotion or "jobs" of Adjunct Senior Police (AKBP) or Police Senior Commissioner (KOMBES). After the “jobs” are obtained, they will immediately leave / move from SPN and returned to work in the regional police work unit (POLRI R&D center, 2016).

Research on needs-based teacher quality improvement program model conducted in 29 countries consisting of 16 developing countries and 13 industrial countries, showed that in 16 developing countries, the contribution of teachers to learning achievement is 34%, management 22%, learning time 18%, and physical facilities 26%. In 13 industrial countries the contribution of teachers is 36%, management 23%, study time 22%, and physical facilities 19% [19].

There are several factors that may influence the failure of SPN educators in the pedagogical and professional aspects of the formation of student culture. In education and training process at SPN, there are 4 main causes of failures [20]. Firstly, the policy to transfer/place POLRI members who have deviant behavior and actions to the SPN institution. Secondly, the position as teaching staff at SPN provide them with authoritative power, whereas in other social practices they have no power at all. Thirdly, the configuration of knowledge related to the professionalism of police duties for teaching staff is more narrated in the curriculum than the formation of the POLRI normative culture which has an impact on pedagogical competences. Fourthly, phrases: "ready to be wrong", which means that subordinates are accustomed just to say/admit wrong when it is not in accordance with the superior's wishes / superior's perception;
"must be smart" which has a negative connotation, that is, if a member makes a mistake or deviations, just cover it up so that other people don't know it which is interpreted that whatever the obstacles are, that must be done and can be done.

There is a necessity to change the culture and mindset in recruiting, placing, and assigning teaching staffs at SPN. This research proposes a solution to increase the competences of SPN students by developing a competency-based development system and a mechanism for improving the competences of teaching staffs/teachers or educators, supported by “proper” recruitment, selection, placement, and reward system of SPN teaching staffs. Human resources management for teaching staffs at SPN is basically follow human resource management in general. However, recruitment and selection, placement and promotion of teaching staffs at SPN need to be emphasized in the form of competency-based SPN teaching staffs development supported by competency improvement mechanism.

The development and improvement system in general needs to take into account that the system should encourage the followings. Firstly, facilitate people to increase their knowledge, expertise and behavioral attitudes needed in carrying out their duties [21]. Secondly, increase competences, productivity and professionalism in order to create a high-performance, competent, consistent, and committed organization that will increase the trust to POLRI. The improvement of competences of teaching staffs include; mastery of teaching materials and skills in managing learning and understanding learning evaluation, poses pedagogic competences in managing teaching and learning process (recognize the characteristics of students, mastering learning theory and principles of learning, able to develop curriculum, create educational learning activities, develop student potentials, able to communicate with students, assess and evaluate learning). Thirdly, encourage people to be able to do certain jobs rationally, mastering knowledge tools (theories and concepts, principles and rules, hypotheses and generalizations, data and information) in the field of work, mastering skill sets (strategies and tactics, methods and techniques, procedures and mechanisms, means and instruments), understand the minimum normative eligibility standards for success conditions, has the motivation to perform its duties, and has the authority to demonstrate and test their competences in order to gain recognition [22].

How competency-based development and improvement system of SPN teaching staff support professional POLRI? Teacher professional competences will significantly affect the quality of the learning process, have positive effect on teacher pedagogical knowledge, enthusiasm for teaching, and self-regulating skills on the quality of teaching, and affect the quality of students SPN is an educational institution that organize education for Police Brigadier as the main implementer of police duties (POLRI Headquarters, 2015). The fact that 55% teaching staffs at SPN are incompetence (POLRI education and training institution, 2019). Indicates that POLRI needs to reassess its human resources management for SPN teaching staffs, comprises the following important elements; recruitment, selection, placement, education and training, performance appraisal, reward, and retirement [23].

In the aspect of education and training, there are important elements such as competency improvement programs and program compatibility with the needs of teacher competence improvement. Discussed the important of pedagogical competences, especially in relation to the level of understanding of students, teaching design, and implementation of diagnostic learning, learning evaluation, student development, which has provided significant support in the form of professional pedagogical teaching. Within this context, SPN teaching staffs should also poses a pedagogical ability that may ensure the quality of the graduates [24].

Illustrated that there is a growing interest in professional development of educators because the increasing demands, expectations and requirements of teachers that draw attention. Teachers competences are needed for the effectiveness of developing knowledge, skills and abilities of students [25]. This study outlined some factors that are critical to teacher development, including transitions related to the teaching profession, the nature of teacher education, and the importance of teacher education practice. A cultural change in police institution is necessary. The professionalism of police in England and Wales is part of this process [26].

Ongoing cultural changes are needed to make police institution fits in a rapidly changing environment. A framework for a better understanding of what it means to develop professional teachers/educators provide who further explained that teachers are one of the main components in primary and secondary education which have important role in determining future generations. To carry out these important tasks, teachers need a high level of commitment to the profession. Within this context POLRI/SPN needs to be concerned with police professionalism and factor that create professional commitment such as quality of work life [27].

Raised the model of need-based quality improvement program and described that in 29 countries, among the various inputs that determine the quality of education (as indicated by student achievement), it is found that more than a third quality of educations are determined by teachers. Teacher competences have a significant impact and is increasingly important in the midst of limited facilities and infrastructure, such as in developing countries [28].

In 16 developing countries teachers contributed 34% to learning achievement, 22% management, 18% study time, 26% physical facilities. In 13 industrialized countries, the contribution of teachers is 36%, management 23%, study time 22% and physical facilities 19%. Future human resource development strategies bring the organization to be more productive. The importance of enhancing people competences for teaching and learning is increasingly realized by organizations. There is a relationship between the quality of teachers, graduate quality, and graduate performance [29].

Discussion

Quality human resource/teachers are expected to have their contributions to the aspects of pedagogical, personality, professional and social competences, which need to be continuously developed in a competency-based education [30]. The interview with educators of SPN, POLRI education experts, and human resources experts from academics,
suggested that as a solution to improve student competences and teaching staffs career development system are needed. POLRI and SPN should establish a system for the development of SPN teaching staff. A system to solve the root cause of the low competency of educators at SPN, a competency-based teacher career development system and the mechanism for improving competences of SPN teaching staffs.

The consistent implementation of this system is expected to increase the motivation of POLRI personnel and to change the paradigm of POLRI towards the assignment as teaching staffs at SPN, no longer “outcast” personnel but a selected and qualified and competent personnel. The system contains: first, rules on recruitment and selection, as well as placement and career development in which the placement of teaching staff at SPN is done after fulfilling the competency requirements as teaching staff. Second, the rules regarding the duration of the first assignment as educators at SPN for 4 years, and after carrying out their duties they have to meet the minimum performance standards for teachers which are assessed by a team formed by the Head of SPN. The well performed teaching staffs are compensated for occupying a promotion position at the regional police task force. The assignment as a teacher for 4 years is counted as credit points for career development of the personnel.

POLRI and SPN also need to implement the SPN teaching competency improvement model. After personnel are assigned to the SPN and before they are being assigned as a teacher or teaching staff, they must follow the SPN competency enhancement/improvement system as stipulated in the mechanism for increasing teacher competences. The absence of a well-design recruitment and selection system for human resource/teaching staffs at SPN has resulted in the low performance of the teachers. The assignment as teachers at SPN mostly based on the following motives and views; SPN is a temporary place for jobs/promotion seekers, a place for problematic POLRI personnel to learn and change, and is not a place good and ideal policeman.

The unavailability of a competency-based career development system has an impact on the behavior of police personnel, among others, choosing assignments in educational institutions only on the grounds of avoiding assignments in remote areas outside Java (Papua, Ternate, Aceh, North Maluku, etc.) and as a stepping stone for looking for a place of new assignment at the police task force in Java. The period of assignment of teaching staffs at SPN is not certain and not clearly regulated yet, starting from the shortest time, which is 3 months to the longest time, which could be 30 years and never get rotation/mutation. Length of service for teachers at SPN POLDA Metro Jaya, <5 years 18%, <10 years as much as 48%, the rest ≥ 4 years before retirement (POLRI education and training institution, 2019).

There is no system yet for provision of performance allowances for teachers at SPN such as promotion for those who have completed their assignments for 4 years. On the other hand, certification issued by the Institute for Education and Training POLRI (internal unit) is not equally for the same level as teacher certification applicable within the Ministry of Education, and has no civil and financial impact on professional allowance. There is also no system that regulates tour of duty from SPN to the regional police task force or to other education institutions and vice versa. Whereas careers require certainty of assignment as teaching staffs at SPN, both the duration of the assignment and the system that regulates the assignment is part of career development.

Professional performance culture within POLRI is relatively weak. This has resulted in a viewpoint that the POLRI task force is partially seen as a “wet” place and partly a “dry” place, and SPN as an educational institution is a “dry” place. This condition encourages behavior of POLRI personnel who generally avoid to be assigned at SPN and just leave their competences low besides no development system is constructed yet. The research proposes teaching staffs career development system and SPN teacher competences improvement system.

The competency-based SPN teacher career development system is a training system for POLRI personnel assigned to POLRI education institutions. The assignment of POLRI personnel as teaching staff is carried out by Regional Police Human Resource Bureau on the recommendation of the Head of SPN. The criteria for POLRI personnel serving in educational institutions are the best graduates from Police education institutions. The teacher competency map is a comparison of the initial competency level with the expected competences as well as the competences of each individual needed to perform tasks effectively and efficiently. Placement of the teaching staffs by the POLDA Human Resource Bureau at SPN is done on the basis of the following criteria; certified personnel, best graduates from POLRI education institutions, and competent personnel. The Head of SPN is the one who is authorized to place them according to the competences of the candidates.

To improve SPN teaching staffs competences, POLRI needs to apply SPN teaching competences improvement mechanism; 1) conduct initial competency test, 2) conduct continuous competency improvement, the process of professional development of SPN teachers in accordance with the needs to produce quality graduates, 3) strengthen supervision on all activities in regard with competences development of SPN teaching staffs, 4) assignment period as SPN teacher for 4 years to improve the experience SPN teachers and instill POLRI cultural values in educational institutions, 5) conduct effective evaluation in order to get feedback in planning the next activity, and 6) involve education experts from academics to cover more views on the effectiveness of SPN, the teaching staffs, and the graduates of SPN. SPN Teaching Staffs Career Development System and SPN teacher competences improvement system as in the figure below:
Conclusion

Competence SPN teaching staffs/teachers become the main component of education at SPN to support a proper teaching-learning process in order to develop the quality graduates of SPN. A competency-based SPN teachers career development system supported by the SPN teachers competences improvement mechanism is required in the absence of both systems and the need to strengthen SPN as a center of excellence.

The recruitment, selection, and placement (assignment) processes of POLRI personnel as SPN teaching staffs need to be equipped with some requirements that have to be clearly arranged; initial competency test, best candidates/best graduates from POLRI education units, clear assignment period (4 years), continuous improvement/enhancement program, and effective supervision and evaluation.

Competences improvement/enhancement program of SPN teachers has to cover both pedagogic and professional competences development. The content of the program is suggested to be discussed by a team comprises a consultant in education, management experts, human resource management experts, as well as POLRI education practitioners. Proportional and professional supervision and evaluation by the Head of SPN with the team is needed to evaluate the results of the implementation of the program and suggest the reward/promotion accordingly. The suitability of the program with the need for SPN teachers to improve their competences is needed to answer the need of SPN as an educational institution. The improvement program is also relevance to the development of professional police personnel/Human Resource of POLRI.
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